WE PROTECT AND
PROMOTE
FREEDOM
AROUND THE
WORLD.
WE SECURE YOUR FUTURE

We support our warfighters and national security decisionmakers by developing mission-critical solutions across all
operational regimes of air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace.

WE CONNECT YOUR WORLD

We provide satellite and terrestrial communications, network
optimization, network operations and sustainment, and
managed security services for missions that cannot fail.

WE SAFEGUARD YOUR ENTERPRISE

We provide digital forensics, threat and vulnerability
assessments, secure network operations centers,
security operations centers, and innovative remediation
efforts for critical networks.

WE PROTECT YOUR BORDERS

We operate and maintain airborne radars, national
transportation systems and border management systems
to control threats to our homeland.

WE ENABLE COMMERCE

We provide integrated logistics support,
supply chain management, and training and
sustainment to ensure the efficiency of the
worldwide flow of goods and services is
maximized.

WE ENHANCE HUMAN KNOWLEDGE

We empower humans with knowledge gained
through scientific discovery, advanced research
and development, and the exploration of space.

WE PROTECT OUR CITIZENS

We deliver systems and solutions that enhance
public health, safeguard the integrity of financial
systems, enable the safety and protection of
citizens, increase public safety, protect those
who serve, and assure government systems.

OUR VISION:
To be the company that national security customers
consistently rely on to solve their most daunting challenges,
to create solutions supporting their most vital missions,
and to manage their most valued assets.
ABOUT PERATON

AT A GLANCE
Headquartered in Herndon, VA

$7.0B Revenue

22,000 Employees Worldwide		

70+ Locations

SUPPORTING VITAL MISSIONS:
SPACE

Peraton provides solutions for space
protection and resiliency, flight
dynamics, orbital determination,
Earth observation, weather,
intelligence processing, advanced
sensors and payloads, ground
processing, information analytics,
space platform defensive cyber
operations, and telemetry, tracking
and control systems.

INTELLIGENCE

Peraton provides critical mission
operations support, mission management capabilities, and engineering
services in support of the Intelligence
Community and its critical missions.

CYBER

Peraton delivers robust cyber
solutions and services, enabling our
customers to secure their digital
domain. Our solutions support
defensive and offensive capability
needs and our services include
24x7x365 protection of our nation’s
most critical networks and data
systems. Peraton’s approach to
providing comprehensive cyber
mission capabilities is underpinned
by our information management and
analytics technologies, which collect
and disseminate time-sensitive
intelligence to counter adversarial
threats at the speed of the need.

DEFENSE

Peraton provides strategic solutions
for platforms and missions across air,
land, and sea domains, specifically
in nuclear re-entry systems, threat
modeling and simulation, test and
instrumentation range integration,
early-warning and long-range
detection systems, aircraft and naval
avionics and propulsion, logistics,
and advanced unmanned maritime
and ground systems.

Peraton drives missions of consequence
spanning the globe and extending to
the farthest reaches of the galaxy.
As the world’s leading mission capability
integrator and transformative enterprise
IT provider, we deliver trusted and
highly differentiated national security
solutions and technologies that keep
people safe and secure. Peraton serves
as a valued partner to essential
government agencies across the
intelligence, space, cyber, defense,
civilian, health, and state and local
markets. Every day, our 22,000
employees do the can’t be done,
solving the most daunting challenges
facing our customers.

HOMELAND SECURITY

Peraton provides critical technology
integration and mission support
services to protect the homeland and
advance the national security priorities
of the nation through systems that
prevent terrorism, secure the borders,
support domestic law enforcement,
safeguard aviation, enable commerce,
and partner with other government
agencies and partner nations for intelligence collection and dissemination.

CIVIL, STATE & LOCAL

We improve outcomes and create
positive citizen engagement by
delivering the right infrastructure,
business solutions, and digital transformation services to help achieve
policy objectives and integrate
citizen-centric services.

HEALTH

Peraton provides cutting edge
analytics to inform and support
decision makers leading our national
health priorities. We enable customers
to be more efficient through solutions
that reduce fraud, waste and abuse;
improve data analytics; and provide
better user experiences.
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